In this paper, we explore the spectrum inference to achieve the spectrum occupancy in advance through analyzing the historical spectrum. We have conceived an offline-online cooperative framework. Specifically, the hyperparameters can be achieved on an offline way, which will be used for online prediction. Moreover, based on the accuracy of online spectrum inference, the hyperparameters can be further optimized relying on specifically designed grid search and K-fold cross-validation combined method in an iterative manner. We present a long short-term memory (LSTM) aided spectrum occupancy prediction method, relying on adaptive threshold quantization aided data preprocessing (ATQ-DP). To be specific, first, the captured spectrum data may be quantized by the adaptive thresholds in order to lesson the influence of noise imposed on them, where the thresholds are obtained by kernel density estimation (KDE) method. Then, LSTM will be activated to perform spectrum prediction based on the quantized data, thus, future spectrum occupancy can be inferred in advance. Additionally, performance evaluations show that the accuracy of spectrum inference is always better than that of the LSTM aided spectrum inference relying on the traditional fixed threshold quantization aided data preprocessing (FTQ-DP), where the FTQ-DP is used for comparison purposes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many emerging technological services need to be provided through wireless channels, leading to increasing demand for spectrum resources [1] . Meanwhile, an investigation conducted by Federal Communications Commission shows that a significant portion of the licensed spectrum is underutilized due to the static allocation strategy [2] . Spectrum sensing has been viewed as an effective method to perceive the current occupancy. However, it is insufficient to utilize the spectrum resource more effectively only based on the current and historical spectrum occupancy. Recently, spectrum inference emerges as an effective means of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Francesco Mercaldo .
achieving future spectrum occupancy in advance by analyzing the current and historical spectrum occupancy [3] .
Since then, many studies on spectrum prediction have been carried out. Most of these studies apply conventional methods such as auto regressive integrated moving average [4] , hidden Markov model [5] and support vector machine [6] , etc. However, all of these conventional methods have different drawbacks more or less [7] . Deep learning and neural networks recently have attracted more and more attention due to the advantages of non-linearity, input-output mapping, adaptability, fault tolerance, high-speed parallelism, and selflearning while compared to the conventional methods mentioned before [8] . In [9] , a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network was proposed to make predictions on a simulation channel which follows Poisson process. In [10] , an MLP network was applied to predict real-world spectrum strength.
Besides, a few studies based on long short-term memory (LSTM) networks have also emerged. In [11] , an LSTM network was constructed to predict the occupancy of artificially generated frequency hopping channels. In [12] , an LSTM network was adopted to predict real-world spectrum occupancy with fixed threshold quantization in time-frequency domain. In [13] , an LSTM network was applied to predict real-world power spectral density (PSD) values in time domain with uniform quantization. However, either fixed threshold quantization or uniform quantization cannot separate signals and noises apart in real-world spectrum, which will have negative impact on prediction accuracy due to noise randomness. Inappropriate thresholds will also make quantization results inconsistent with true spectrum occupancy. This inconsistency will then be passed into neural networks, leading to wrong predictions. In addition, [11] - [13] do not show the prediction results but just the prediction accuracy. Differing from [11] - [13] , we conceive a joint offline-online spectrum prediction framework, consisting of multiple adaptive threshold quantization aided data preprocessing (ATQ-DP) based LSTM models.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We conceive a joint online-offline spectrum prediction framework to avoid the deterioration of prediction accuracy caused by the fluctuation of noise power and the change of spectrum regular pattern. The model training and validation section is conducted offline first, and spectrum prediction section is conducted online while prediction accuracy is also monitored to determine whether to invoke offline training and validation section again.
• We propose an ATQ-DP scheme based on kernel density estimation (KDE) [14] to make the quantization results of PSD values closer to the true spectrum occupancy, which will make the prediction results more reliable and will be of benefit to prediction accuracy. For comparison purposes, we also show a traditional fixed threshold quantization aided data preprocessing (FTQ-DP) scheme. Besides, we also introduce grid search and K-fold validation [15] to optimize the hyperparameters of LSTM networks. • We make experiments and evaluate the performance of the proposed ATQ-DP based LSTM models with real-world spectrum dataset. For comparison purposes, we also evaluate FTQ-DP based LSTM models as a baseline, the evaluation results show that the prediction accuracy of the proposed ATQ-DP based LSTM models always outperform the baseline FTQ-DP based LSTM models. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model of considered scenario. Section III briefly illustrates the principles of the methods applied in spectrum occupancy prediction which followed by the experiments and evaluations in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL OF CONSIDERED SCENARIO
As shown in Fig. 1 , we explore a spectrum inference aided scheme to achieve the future spectrum occupancy through digging the historical spectrum occupancy, where the future spectrum can not only be used for indicating spectrum situation by visualization, but also for guiding the terminals to utilize spectrum effectively.
Real-world spectrum data are usually in the form of PSD values. To make predictions on spectrum occupancy, the PSD values must be converted into channel occupancy by comparing them with decision thresholds. However, a fixed threshold for different channels may not be suitable for real-world spectrum. Therefore, we propose an ATQ-DP scheme based on the KDE method to overcome shortcomings of traditional FTQ-DP scheme.
LSTM network is a kind of neural networks which has good performance on series prediction problems. Spectrum occupancy can also be viewed as time series, so it is reasonable to apply LSTM network on spectrum occupancy prediction. The performance of the neural networks is also influenced by the design of hyperparameters. Thus, we combine grid search with K-fold cross-validation to optimize hyperparameters. After offline model training and validation, the optimized models make predictions on spectrum occupancy with real-time spectrum data online. The prediction accuracy of each model is monitored and a minimum accuracy is set for each model. When the accuracy of a model is deteriorated to be lower than its minimum accuracy, the offline model training and validation section is invoked again to update the decision threshold and optimize the model. The architecture of the entire process is shown in Fig. 2 .
III. ONLINE SPECTRUM PREDICTION WITH ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD QUANTIZATION
A. ATQ-DP SCHEME Affected by noise randomness, the precise PSD values are hard to predict. In addition, channel occupancy is more interested in practical applications. Therefore, the PSD values should be quantized into two values, 1 and 0, which respectively represent the channel is busy or idle at a certain time slot by comparing them with decision thresholds. The thresholds should not be determined freely. If the thresholds cannot separate noises and signals apart, the quantization results will not be able to reflect the true spectrum occupancy. The prediction accuracy will also be seriously affected because random noises are quantized into both of the two values. However, we find by observation that a fixed occupancy decision threshold for different channels in real-world spectrum may not be suitable.
To avoid the problems mentioned above, we propose an ATQ-DP scheme based on the KDE method to convert PSD values of different channels into precise occupancy with different adaptive thresholds. The KDE method is a nonparametric estimation method which does not require priori information about the data and is able to describe complex probability distribution function (PDF) that cannot be determined by simple parameters [16] . PSD values series are the combination of noises and signals, and it may not obey any simple distribution function such as Gaussian distribution. Therefore, we apply the KDE method on PSD values series of each channel to obtain the average noise power of that channel.
For a certain channel i, the PSD values series can be denoted as x i,t , and t is the index of time slots. Assuming there are n time slots, the estimated PDF of x i,t can be calculated as:f
where K (·) is called kernel function and is always chosen as Gaussian kernel, Earl's kernel or homogeneous kernel, etc.
In this paper we choose Gaussian kernel:
Bandwidth h is another parameter that affects the shape of estimated PDF curve. In practice, h is commonly selected by reference rules such as Scott's rule [17] . As is shown in Fig. 3 , the selection of h will not significantly affect the position of extrema in the PDF curves. Due to we are only interested in the first local maximum point, it is not necessary to set h too carefully.
The PSD value corresponding to the first local maximum point of the PDF curve can be viewed as the average value of noise power N i , which can be expressed as:
The decision threshold γ i is δ i dB higher than N i :
where δ i can be viewed as the fluctuation range of noise and can be calculated as:
Thus, we can quantize x i,t into occupancy i,t by comparing them with γ i :
We select a channel at 1836MHz in GSM1800 downlink band to illustrate the effectiveness and necessity of our ATQ-TP scheme by comparing it with a fixed threshold of 107 dBm recommended for this frequency band by the IEEE 802.22 standardization committee [18] from the perspective of PDF, in Fig. 4 , and from the perspective of time domain, in Fig. 5 . The connections between points in Fig. 5 are removed for a clearer vision of noises and signals. The entire process of ATQ-DP scheme is summarized as Algorithm 1.
B. LSTM NETWORK
Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning. In deep learning, the learning process is always achieved by using neural networks which structured in literal layers stacked on top of each other. A neural network usually has an input layer, one or multiple hidden layers and an output layer. Neural networks have good performance in prediction problem and can help automate feature engineering which is an important but difficult step in conventional machine learning methods. Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a kind of neural networks which performs well on sequence problems such as time series and texts. Compared with conventional neural networks such as MLP network, some layers in RNN have additional loops or iterations. RNN does not process the whole sequence as a vector in one go like MLP network. It iterates through the sequence elements and keep the memory of what it has seen so far.
LSTM network is a practical RNN designed to overcome the vanishing gradient problem in RNN and thus has a better performance on long-term temporal dependency [19] . As shown in Fig. 6 , LSTM network has memory units instead of classical neurons [20] . Each memory unit has three gates. The forget gate denoted as f decides what information to Algorithm 1 ATQ-DP Scheme Input: PSD values series of a certain channel i, x i,t (t = 1, · · · , n);
Find the corresponding PSD value of the first local maximum point off i (x): 
where x t denotes the input vector, h t and h t−1 denote the hidden state and c t denotes the memory cell. W terms with different subscript denote different weight matrices, and b terms with different subscripts denote different bias vectors. denotes dot product. σ (·) usually takes the sigmoid function, and φ(·) usually takes the hyperbolic tangent function.
C. INPUT DATA AND OUTPUT TARGET OF LSTM NETWORK
It is evident that the occupancy of current time slot is highly related to previous time slots. Besides, the correlations between adjacent channels should not be ignored [21] . For the interested channel i, its adjacent channels are denoted as i − 1 and i + 1. The input of the neural network at a given time t can be formed as a 3 * 1 vector
Assuming the lookback window size is T time slots, the whole input data of the neural network is a sequence: i,t , i,t−1 , · · · , i,t−(T −1) . The output target of the neural network is just the occupancy prediction of the interested channel in time slot t + 1, denoted asˆ i,t+1 . The input data and output target of LSTM network are shown in Fig. 7 .
D. ACTIVATION FUNCTION, LOSS FUNCTION, OPTIMIZER AND EVALUATION METRICS
Due to the output is only the occupancy of the interested channel, the model can be viewed as a binary classifier and the activation function of the output layer should be sigmoid function which output a score between 0 and 1, denoted asŷ i,t+1 . The score indicates the possibility that the occupancy of the interested channel in next time slot is busy. The sigmoid function can be calculated as:
The score can be turned intoˆ i,t+1 by comparing it with a threshold of 0.5 [22] :
The loss function of the neural networks output a loss score indicates the distance between the predictions and the targets. The score will be fed into an optimizer whose duty is to adjust the weights of neural networks to make the loss score lower.
To binary classification problems, the loss function called binary cross entropy is often preferred [23] , and Adam is chosen as the optimizer because it is an efficient algorithm and is suitable for many cases [24] . The binary cross entropy can be calculated as:
where M is the number of samples, m represents the actual occupancy andŷ m represents the score that sigmoid function outputs.
Finally, the metric we monitor for model validation and evaluation is prediction accuracy, which can be calculated as:
whereˆ m represents the predicted occupancy. I (·) is called indicator function which equals to 1 whenˆ m = m , otherwise it will be 0.
E. GRID SEARCH METHOD AND K-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION
The structure of neural networks is determined by a series of hyperparameters. Hyperparameters are unlike the weights in neural network which can be automatically tuned during the training process. There are no explicit principles for hyperparameters design, and the change of hyperparameters may not lead to the change of model performance with regularity [25] . The determinations of hyperparameters therefore highly depend on the experience of the researchers and experimental results. Meanwhile, hyperparameters have strong effects on the performance of neural networks, so it is a critical but challenging task to optimize hyperparameters.
To optimize hyperparameters, we introduce grid search method. Grid search method is an exhaustive searching which evaluate all the combinations of hyperparameters to find out the best combination among them [26] . Assuming there are α hyperparameters to be tuned, and the number of candidate values for each hyperparameter is β. So there will be J = β α combinations of hyperparameters to evaluate, denoted as θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ J . In [13] , Taguchi method is introduced to find the optimized structure by combining hyperparameters orthogonally. When the number of hyperparameters is large, Taguchi method can effectively reduce the number of combinations. For the assumption above, if α is greater than β, the number of combinations can be reduced to J = α * (β −1)+1 at most by Taguchi method [27] . However, in this case, only 2 hyperparameters are evaluated, and the number of candidate values of each hyperparameter is limited as 4. Due to α is less than β, Taguchi method will not work. So we consider that it is not necessary to introduce Taguchi method into our experiments.
We also introduce K-fold cross-validation to improve the reliability of evaluation results. In K-fold cross-validation, the training set is divided into K subsets of equal size and the model is trained and validated for K times. In the kth (k = 1, 2, · · · , K ) time, all subsets except the kth subset are used for training, and the kth subset is used for validation [28] . Assuming the model with hyperparameters θ j is evaluated and the metric for evaluation is prediction accuracy, the validation score can be denoted as A θ j ,k . Mean value of all validation scores will be considered as the final validation score of the model, denoted as A θ j .
F. JOINT OFFLINE-ONLINE SPECTRUM PREDICTION FRAMEWORK
To obtain optimized model of each channel, latest historical spectrum data are used for training and validation offline. ATQ-DP scheme is firstly applied to determine decision threshold of each channel and quantize the PSD values. Quantized spectrum occupancy data are then used to optimize models with grid search and K-fold cross-validation.
After offline training and validation, the optimized models will make predictions on real-time spectrum occupancy online. However, the occupancy evolution patterns may be inconsistent and the average noise power is also influenced by many factors, which will lead to poor performance of the optimized models over time.
To solve the problems, we propose a joint offline-online spectrum prediction framework. The prediction accuracies of models will be monitored, and a minimum accuracy threshold is set for each model. When the prediction accuracy of one model deteriorated below its minimum accuracy, the ATQ-DP scheme and offline training and validation will rerun to update decision threshold and optimize model again. The entire process of offline model training and validation is summarized as Algorithm 2, and online spectrum occupancy spectrum prediction is summarized as Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 2 Offline Model Training and Validation
Input: Historical PSD values series of a certain channel i and its adjacent channels h i,t , h i−1,t and h i+1,t (t = 1, · · · , n); decision threshold γ i , γ i−1 and γ i+1 ; hyperparameters set {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ J }; lookback window size T ; number of subsets K ; 1: for t = 1 → n do 2:
3: end for 4: Create input data set X t and output target set Y t (t = 1, · · · , n − T ) according to T :
Split X t and Y t into K subsets of the same size: X k and Y k (k = 1, · · · , K ); 6: for j = 1 → J do 7: for k = 1 → K do 8: Train model with hyperparameters θ j , M θ j , into trained model M * θ j using all subsets except X k and Y k ; 9: Compute validation accuracy of M * θ j , A θ j ,k , using X k and Y k ; 10: end for 11: Compute final accuracy A θ j = K k=1 A θ j ,k ; 12: end for 13: Optimized hyperparameters θ * = arg max θ j A θ j ; 14: Train model M θ * into M * θ * using X t and Y t ; Output: Optimized model M * θ * ;
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS A. ORIGINAL DATASET
The dataset we use for experiments is from the RWTH Aachen University spectrum measurement campaign [29] .
We select 1835MHz-1848MHz as the interested frequency band. The reason why is that the duty cycles of most channels in this frequency band are not too low or too high, and there is evident regularity in time domain. The measurement lasts for nearly two weeks. The sample interval is about 1.8 seconds, and the resolution bandwidth is about 200kHz. The original dataset has 70 channels and each channel has 66700 data points. To reduce computational costs and data redundancy, the dataset has been resampled in the interval of 3 minutes in time domain. The resampled dataset has 6670 data points per channel and is shown in Fig. 8 .
B. ATQ-DP SCHEME
The value of each data point is the PSD value of the corresponding channel at a certain time slot. The decision threshold for this frequency band recommended by the IEEE 802.22 standardization committee is -107 dBm [18] . As we can see in Fig. 8 , the noise power in different channels varies significantly, which means a fixed threshold for different channels will not be suitable for this case. Therefore, we apply ATQ-DP scheme on each channel. The quantization results of ATQ-DP scheme are shown in Fig. 9 , and the quantization results of traditional FTQ-DP scheme are shown in Fig. 10 . Comparing the two quantization results with original spectrum, we can find that the FTQ-DP scheme quantize PSD values into wrong occupancy in many channels while ATQ-DP scheme can conserve the true occupancy of almost all channels.
C. HYPERPARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
The size of lookback window determines how much historical information the neural network takes in. Therefore, we conduct a test which compares the accuracies of the model at 1836MHz with same (but not optimized) hyperparameters except the lookback window size. The sizes for test are 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 240 and 480 time slots which represent 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours in real time respectively.
Algorithm 3 Online Spectrum Occupancy Prediction
Input: Optimized model M * θ * ; decision threshold γ i , γ i+1 and γ i−1 ; lookback window size T ; minimum accuracy threshold A min ; mean accuracy window size ; 1: t 0 = 1; 2: while New time slot has arrived do 3: Obtain PSD values series of channel i and its adjacent channels at this time slot: x i,t 0 , x i−1,t 0 and x i+1,t 0 ; 4:
if t 0 ≥ T then 6: Create input data:
Feed X t 0 into M * θ * to obtain occupancy prediction of channel i at next time slot,ˆ i,t 0 +1 ; 8: end if 9: if t 0 ≥ T + + 1 then 10: Compute mean accuracy at this time slot:
if A t 0 < A min then 12: Update γ i , γ i+1 and γ i−1 using Algorithm 1;
13:
Update M * θ * using Algorithm 2; 14: t 0 = 1; 15: Continue; 16: end if 17: end if 18: t 0 = t 0 + 1; 19: end while As is shown in Fig. 11 , with the increase of lookback window size, the accuracy become higher simultaneously, but the slope decreases gradually. It indicates that the closer the time slots are, the stronger correspondence they have, which is consistent with common sense. Finally, we choose 20 time slots as the size of lookback window which can achieve a relatively high accuracy and will also not result in too much computational costs.
Due to the input data is the occupancy series of the interest channel and its adjacent channels, the input layer has 3 neurons. The number of hidden layers and the number neurons in each layer will be analyzed comprehensively by experiments because this two hyperparameters represent the capacity of neural networks to some degree [19] . The output layer is a densely-connected layer with only 1 neuron whose activation function is sigmoid function. The loss function is binary cross entropy which is commonly used in binary classification problems. The optimizer we choose is Adam which is an advanced algorithm suitable for most cases. The learning rate is set as 0.001 which is a default option. Finally, 80% of the dataset is selected as the training set and the rest is served as the test set.
As mentioned above, there are no explicit explanations about how hyperparameters affect model performance, and the determinations of hyperparameters are highly depend on experimental results. Thus, we introduce gird search method and 4-fold cross-validation to determine the number of hidden layers, denoted as L, and the number of neurons in each layer, denoted as N . The number of hidden layers has 3 levels: 1, 2 and 3. The number of neurons in each hidden layer has 4 levels: 8, 16, 32 and 64. So, there will be J = 12 combinations of hyperparameters to be evaluated. Evaluation results of the model at 1836MHz are shown in Table. 1 as an example. From the results, we can conclude that the optimized number of hidden layers of the model is 2, and the number of neurons in each layer should be 16.
D. PREDICTION RESULTS
Finally, we make predictions on all channels in the frequency band using our optimized ATQ-DP based LSTM models. The prediction targets are shown in Fig. 12 for comparison, and the prediction results of ATQ-DP based LSTM models are shown in Fig. 13 . We also evaluate the performance of FTQ-DP based LSTM models as a baseline, the prediction results of which are shown in Fig. 14. Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 13 , we can conclude that our ATQ-DP based LSTM models can successfully predict macro trend of spectrum occupancy but fail to predict microscopic occupancy. We consider that it might because there is no hidden microscopic regularity in spectrum occupancy or our models do not have enough capacity to learn that microscopic regularity, which will be our research work in the future.
Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 14, we can conclude that the FTQ-DP based LSTM model have poor prediction results on many channels. This is because fixed threshold quantization cannot separate signals and noises apart in many cases, which will influence prediction accuracy due to noise randomness. The wrong quantization results will also be passed into LSTM models, leading to wrong predictions. Fig. 15 presents the prediction accuracy analysis of both ATQ-DP based LSTM and FTQ-DP based LSTM for different channels. Especially, the prediction accuracy of FTQ-DP based LSTM models is obtained by comparing the predictions with the quantization results of ATQ-DP scheme, which can be viewed as the true spectrum occupancy, rather than the quantization results of FTQ-DP scheme. Taking quantization error into consideration, the prediction accuracy of FTQ-DP based LSTM models can be lower than 0.5 for some channels. From Fig. 15 , we can conclude that our ATQ-DP based LSTM models always outperform FTQ-DP based LSTM models in prediction accuracy, and the performance of the two models varies significantly on some channels due to heavily wrong quantization results of FTQ-DP scheme. We can also conclude that our ATQ-DP scheme is of benefit to prediction accuracy and thus is necessary in spectrum occupancy prediction with LSTM models.
E. EFFECT OF JOINT OFFLINE-ONLINE SPECTRUM PREDICTION FRAMEWORK
In original dataset, the occupancy patterns of all channels do not change dramatically during the whole time period. In this case, the effect of proposed offline-online framework cannot be observed. To illustrate the effect of our framework, we evaluate the proposed offline-online spectrum prediction framework by concatenating the data of two channels end to end. The chosen two channels are 1836MHz and 1843.6MHz. Comparing Fig. 16 with Fig. 5 , we can see that they have different occupancy patterns and noise power. Mean accuracy window size is set as 480 time slots. Minimum accuracy threshold A min is set as 0.75. Training data length n is set as 1500 time slots. As is shown in Fig. 17 , when the spectrum pattern changes at time slot 3749, the accuracy begins to drop rapidly. When the accuracy drops to the minimum threshold at time slot 4125, our framework asserts that the spectrum pattern has changed. At the same time, our framework begins to collect new spectrum data. At time slot 5625, a new model trained by new data replaces the old model, and the accuracy returns to normal level.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the online predictions on real world spectrum, where the correlations of the spectrum have been taken into account in both the time and frequency domains. We have presented LSTM models to predict the future spectrum occupancy with the aid of the proposed ATQ-DP scheme. Specifically, ATQ is invoked for data preprocessing first, since noise power varies significantly in different channel regions, as well as the traditional FTQ has little ability of converting PSD values into characterizing the precise channel occupancy. Thus, LSTM is advocated for spectrum prediction based on the preprocessed data. Additionally, a grid search method combined with 4-fold crossvalidation has also been utilized to achieve the optimized hyperparameters. Experimental results have demonstrated that the presented ATQ-DP based LSTM models outperform the FTQ-DP based LSTM models in terms of the accuracy performance, which indicates the significant importance of introducing ATQ-DP scheme in spectrum occupancy prediction with LSTM models. XIAOJIN DING received the Ph.D. degree in information and communication engineering from the National Mobile Communication Research Laboratory, Southeast University (SEU), Nanjing, China. He is currently a Lecturer with the Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications (NUPT), Nanjing. His research interests include space information networks, cooperative communications, and physical-layer security.
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